Abstract-This paper puts forward a trust-based framework for building a recommendation mechanism for consensus in group decision making with interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy information. It first presents an attitudinal trust model where experts assign trust weights to others considering the concept of attitude of the group. This approach allows for the implementation of the group attitude in a continuous scale ranging from a pessimistic attitude to an indifferent attitude. Thus, it can express the continuous trust status, and consequently it generalizes the traditional simplified trust model: 'trusting' and 'distrusting.' In particular, three typical policies are defined as: 'extreme trust policy,' 'bounded trust policy,' and 'indifferent trust policy.' Second, the attitudinal trust induced recommendation mechanism is established by a reasonable rule: the closer the experts, the higher their trust degree. This can guarantee that the consensus level of the inconsistent expert is increased after adopting the recommended advices. In addition to group consensus, experts envisage to keep their original opinions as much as possible. A harmony degree (HD) is defined to determine the extent of the difference between an original opinion and the corresponding revised opinion after adopting the recommended advices. Combining the HD index and the consensus index, a sensitivity analysis with attitudinal parameter is proposed to verify the rationality of the proposed attitudinal trust recommendation mechanism. In practice, this will facilitate the inconsistent experts to achieve a balance between consensus degree and HD by selecting an appropriate attitudinal parameter.
under multiple criteria. Then, these individual preferences are aggregated into a collective one to derive a common solution. However, In the actual process, it is difficult or even impossible for an expert to give an accurate evaluation information due to the ambiguity of decision making problem. The theory of fuzzy sets (FSs) proposed by Zadeh [1] is a powerful tool to deal with ambiguity, whose basic component is only a membership function. After that, Atanassov [2] proposed the definition of intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs) in which components are membership functions and nonmembership functions, and then it is an extension of the FSs. However, due to the complexity of decision problem and the limitations of the knowledge, experts may not be easy to express exact values for the membership and nonmembership degrees of an element to a given set [3] . In this case, interval numbers are rather than crisp values to express the membership and nonmembership degrees under the environment with uncertainty, imprecision, or vagueness. Therefore, Atanassov and Gargov [4] introduced the concept of interval IFSs in which the membership and nonmembership degrees are expressed by intervals. A great number of work has enriched this field of decision making with interval IFSs in [3] , [5] [6] [7] .
However, due to experts' different background and knowledge level of the decision problem, there usually exists inconsistency (disagreement) [6] , [8] , [9] . Therefore, it is preferable that the group achieves agreement before making a decision, i.e., before individual preferences are aggregated [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . A consensus reaching process (CRP) is regarded as an effective approach to reduce or eliminate inconsistency in GDM [15] [16] [17] . It usually involves a recommendation mechanism to generate advices for the inconsistent experts [18] [19] [20] [21] to become aware of how to modify their inconsistent preferences to increase the consensus level.
How to construct recommendation mechanisms to generate advices is therefore a key issue in GDM consensus. In a "traditional" recommendation mechanism, the preference advice is usually generated as the arithmetic average of all individual preferences [22] [23] [24] [25] . However, this approach cannot generate personalized advice; additionally, it neglects the trust relationship among group experts, which has been regarded as an important resource to induce the group to reach consensus in GDM [26] . Examples of the use of trust in GDM consensus include: trust propagation based recommendation [27] , [28] ; trustbased aggregation of individual opinions [29] [30] [31] ; trust-based estimation of incomplete information [32] ; and trust-based group network clustering [33] . Obviously, these research works draw on the general veracious claim of individual experts possessing different trust degrees with others in the interaction process of GDM, which is used here to investigate a more reasonable recommendation mechanism to allow the inconsistent experts to revisit their preferences according to the advice from the other experts they trust. It is worth noting that few scholars pay attention to the research to this issue.
Liu et al. [34] proposed a trust induced recommendation mechanism for GDM in which the experts are divided into two sets: the trusted experts and the distrusted experts, who are above and below a fixed threshold, respectively. Then, the inconsistent expert can adopt the recommended advice from his/her trusted experts and neglect those coming from the distrusted ones. However, this trust classification is too absolute because it relies on a binary relation use of "trusting" and "distrusting." In most case, experts do not merely express the terms "trusting"/"distrusting," but rather quantify the level of trust on someone with words such as "high" or "low" [35] . We believe that the binary use of trust [34] is a rather simplistic trust mechanism because it does not consider the behavior of experts, and therefore, it is not rich enough to capture all the information contained in realistic trust relationship. Recently, Yager and Alajlan [36] presented a very interesting idea for the CRP stopping policy that can reflect the attitude of a group. Inspired on this idea, this paper aims to propose a recommendation mechanism driven by a general the attitudinal trust model that will generate trust recommended advices based on the reasonable trust policy: the closer the experts' opinions are, the higher their trust degree will be. In particular, this paper defines three typical trust policies: "extreme trust policy," "bounded trust policy," and "indifferent trust policy." Finally, this attitudinal trust induced recommendation mechanism can guarantee that the consensus level of the inconsistent expert will increase after adopting the recommended advices.
In addition to group consensus, experts also aim at keeping their original opinions in order to maintain their group independence. The term "group independence" can be captured with what we call the "harmony degree" (HD), which will measure the extent of the difference between the original opinion and the revised opinion after adopting the group advices [37] . The bigger the HD index is, the lower the adjustment cost of the inconsistent experts will be [35] , [38] , [39] . Furthermore, the HD index is proved to be bigger than the average degree of conformity of an expert in the group (ACD index), which means that the inconsistent expert prefers to keep their opinion rather than modify it toward the group opinion in GDM consensus. Combining the HD and ACD indices, a sensitivity analysis with attitudinal parameter is proposed to verify the rationality of the proposed attitudinal trust recommendation mechanism. This way, the inconsistent experts can select an appropriate attitudinal parameter to achieve a desired balance between consensus and harmony.
The rest of this paper is set out as follows. Section II introduces the definition of interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IVIFS), which are used to represent experts' preferences. Section III defines the concept of the attitudinal trust degree (ATD), and then proposes an ATD induced recommendation mechanism for consensus in GDM. The definition of HD is elaborated and justified in Section IV, which is followed by a rationality analysis of the attitudinal trust recommendation mechanism. Section V proposes a selection process of alternative after group experts reach consensus. Section VI introduces the process of consensus based on attitudinal trust induction recommendation mechanism. Section VII draws the conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Atanassov and Gargov's [4] concept of IVIFS, which are characterized by a membership and a nonmembership functions, permits to process hesitancy information in decision making problems [5] , [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
be the set of all closed subintervals of the unit interval and X be a universe of discourse. An IVIFS A over X is given as
, represent the membership and the nonmembership degrees of the element x to the set A subject to the constraint 0 ≤ supμ
,ν AU (x) the lower and upper end points ofμ A (x) andν A (x), respectively, an IVIFS can be represented as
To make a ranking order of interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy number (IVIFN), Xu and Chen proposed [7] the following score degree and accuracy degree functions.
) be an IVIFN. The score degree and accuracy degree functions of α are represented, respectively, by
and
The above score degree and accuracy degree by Xu and Chen [7] are used to develop the following IVIFNs two level ranking method.
Definition 3: Given two IVIFNs
, the following ordering relation can be established.
The IFS and the interval-valued fuzzy set (IVFS) are mathematically equivalent [46] , and so the intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix and the interval-valued fuzzy decision matrix (IVFDM) are [47] . This result was eventually exploited by Wu et al. [6] to derive the correct theoretical formulation of the multiplicative transitivity property. Accordingly, IFSs and IVFSs are completely equivalent in multiple criteria decision making resolution processes and, as a result, hesitation and uncertainty can be unified. The concept of interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix (IVIFDM) derives from the definition of interval-valued fuzzy number as a generalization of the concept of fuzzy decision matrix [6] , [48] . Indeed, a matrix A = (ã ij ) m ×n with IVIFN elementsã ij will be called an IVIFDM. As consequence of the isomorphism between intuitionists and IVFSs, the operational laws of the latter will be implemented herein.
III. ATTITUDE-BASED TRUST RECOMMENDATION MECHANISM FOR GDM CONSENSUS
As aforementioned, group of experts may have inconsistency among their opinions. Therefore, it is advisable for a group of experts to reach consensus before implementing the aggregation step of the GDM process. The recommendation mechanism is very useful to generate advice for the inconsistent experts to increase the group consensus level. Usually, the recommended advice is generated using the arithmetic average of all individual opinions [22] [23] [24] [25] , [49] . However, this approach does not take into account the trust relationship within a group of experts, and then the inconsistent experts are forced to adopt the recommended advices without considering whether they trust them or not [50] . Recently, Liu et al. [34] used trust to develop a recommendation mechanism for GDM consensus where the trust relationship is reduced to a binary relation: "trusting" and "distrusting." However, in most case, experts do not merely express the terms "trusting" and "distrusting," and they also quantify the level of trust on someone with words such as "high" or "low" [35] . To resolve this problem, this paper aims to propose a general trust model based on the concept of attitude and the reasonable trust policy: the closer the experts' opinions are, the higher their trust degree will be. Then, an attitude-based trust recommendation mechanism for group consensus under IVIFS is proposed (see Fig. 1 ). It includes the following five steps: 1) calculating the consensus degree (CD); 2) identification of the inconsistency experts; 3) constructing the trust matrix and defining the concept of attitudinal trust function; 4) trust induced feedback mechanism and feasibility analysis; and 5) selection process.
A. Consensus Degree With Interval-Valued Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets
The interaction of group consensus is actually a dynamic group discussion process [22] . In order to achieve group consensus, the inconsistent experts must be identified before adopting the recommendation advices. This paper constructs the consensus evaluation index, and defines the CD of each expert, {e 1 , . . . , e k }, based on the proximity index between opinions.
LetR
) m ×n be the intervalvalued fuzzy evaluation matrices provided by expert e h and expert e l , respectively, on a set of alternatives {x 1 , . . . , x m } based on a set of attributes {c 1 , . . . , c n }.
Level 1. CD on evaluation element level:
For a pair of experts, e h and e l , their CD on the alternative x i for attribute c j is
, with the maximum value 1 obtained only when both experts have the same preference values on the alternative x i for the considered attribute c j .
For a given expert, e h , his/her average degree of consensus with the group on alternative x i for attribute c j is
Again, ACE
, and the maximum value 1 implies that all experts in the group have the same preference value on the alternative x i for the considered attribute c j . In general, the greater the value of ACE h ij , the higher the consensus of an expert with the group on alternative x i for attribute c j .
Level 2. The CD on alternative x i : For a pair of experts, e h and e l is
For a given expert, e h , his/her average CD with the group on alternative x i is
Notice that it is ACA
The CD on the decision matrix: For a pair of experts, e h and e l , their CD on their decision matrices is
For a given expert, e h , his/her CD with the group is defined as
Notice that it is
In general, the greater the value of ACD h , the higher the agreement between the individual expert e h and the group. If ACD h = 1, then there is total agreement among the group, which means all experts have the same preference values on all the alternatives for all the attributes considered.
Total agreement is rare to occur in practice, which led Kacprzyk [51] to propose the flexible concept of "soft consensus." Consequently, a threshold value (γ ∈ [0.5, 1]) is set by a group beforehand, so that when the group agreement, as measured above, reaches such threshold value the group is considered to have reached consensus, and the aggregation of the individual decision matrices into a collective one can be carried out. The following example illustrates how the different three level of consensus defined above are computed in detail. For simplicity, a small number of alternatives and attributes are considered. If the threshold value of consensus is set at 0.75, then group is at a state of consensus. However, if γ = 0.8, then group has not reached consensus yet because one expert (e 3 ) has a CD with the group below such threshold value. Therefore a recommendation mechanism is required to assist such expert to increase his/her CD."
In what follows, a new trust-inducted recommendation mechanism is proposed to produce personalized advice to inconsistent experts to increase their CD.
B. Attitudinal Trust Induced Recommendation Mechanism
The new trust induced recommendation mechanism considers the trust weight of experts generally, and it consists of the following three steps:
1) Identification of the Inconsistent Expert:
The experts with a CD lower than the threshold value γ are identified as inconsistent: EXPCH = {h|CD h < γ ∈ [0.5, 1]}. Example 2 (Example 1 continuation): "Setting the consensus threshold value γ = 0.8 , we have ACD 3 < γ , then, the expert e 3 is inconsistent and need adjustment. Therefore, the recommendation mechanism must be activated to generate advice to assist expert e 3 to increase his/her CD."
2) Attitudinal Trust Model: In order to quantify the trust relationship between experts, the definition of trust matrix is constructed by measuring the pairwise similarity of their opinions (modeled here as interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy numbers).
Definition 4 (Trust matrix): "For experts e h and e l , their trust relationship is a measure of their CD, i.e.,
The trust relationship matrix T RM = (T R hl ) k ×k is constructed." An expert will naturally have different trust relationships with different experts. The closer the opinions of two experts, the higher the trust degree between them will be. As aforementioned, the binary trust model considers only two states of trust: "trusting" and "distrusting." To model the trust relationship generally, an ATD is defined as follows.
Definition 5 (ATD): Let the trust relationship of expert e h with other experts be {T
. ., k|h = l} be the permutation that verifies T R hσ (t) ≥ T R hσ (t+1) . The ATD is calculated using an OWA operator guided by a basic unit-monotonic function Q to derive the aggregating weighted values ) is used in Definition 5, then the binary trust model would derive because the experts will be classified into two groups of "trusting" experts (m experts with highest trust relationship) and "distrusting" experts (the rest of experts).
In [52] , Yager proposed the following parameterized family of regular increasing monotone quantifiers Q(r) = r α , with α ∈ [0, 1] being an attitudinal parameter which reflects the attitude of the expert. Chiclana et al. proved [53] that the concavity property of this type of RIM quantifiers implies
Furthermore, when α ∈ [0, 1] we have orness(W ATD ) = 1/(1 + α); thus, the lower α is, the closer the OWA aggregation guided by the corresponding Q will be to the maximum aggregation operator. This parameterized family of RIM quantifiers will be used in the rest of this paper. Table I gives the different trust weights for the inconsistent expert e 3 according to different attitudinal parameter α for Q(r) = r α , α ∈ [0, 1] and expression (11) . The ATD assigns different trust weight according to the attitudinal parameter α. Therefore, the trust degree can be defined generally in a continuous scale. In particular, we have (1) if Q(r) = r 0 , then W ATD = (1, 0 . . . , 0), which corresponds to the "optimistic trust policy" by which an inconsistent expert trusts only the expert with closest opinions to him/her.
(2) if let Q(r) = r, then W ATD = (
, which corresponds to the "indifferent trust policy" by which an inconsistent expert trusts all other experts equally. This case corresponds to the traditional recommendation mechanism based on the arithmetic mean operator."
The ATD can be regarded a reliable aggregation method of individual decision matrices into a collective one. (13) where k −1 t=1 W ATD σ (t) = 1, is the collective matrix aggregated by ATD, and it will be denoted as
In what follows, matrixR c will be proved to increase the group CD. Before this, the following lemma is recalled [54] .
Lemma 1: "For ordered vector x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), x 1 ≥ x 2 ≥ · · · ≥ x n , weights w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ), and vector
with equality if and only if x 1 = x 2 = . . . = x n ." A desirable property of the consensus level is presented below.
. . , k be a set of interval-valued fuzzy decision matrices, andR c the collective matrix aggregated by ATD. Then
Proof: From expression (4), it is
ij , where σ : {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} → {l = 1, 2, . . . , k|h = l} is the permutation that verifies T R hσ (t) ≥ T R hσ (t+1) , i.e., CD(R h ,R σ (t) ) ≥ CD(R h , R σ (t+1) ). Applying the triangle inequality, we have The right-hand side of the above inequality can be rewritten as
Finally, because
Consequently, it is
When Q(r) = r, we have
becomes the average IVFDMR . Because the average is bounded below by the minimum, the following corollary is derived.
3) Generation of Personalized Advice by Attitudinal Trust:
The feedback mechanism proposed in this paper adjusts the preference values of the inconsistency experts so as to accelerate the convergence of the consensus process. For all h ∈ EXPCH, personalized advice generated for expert e h are "In order to increase your consensus level (CD), you are advised to change your preference value r
σ (t) ij and δ ∈ [0, 1] is the feedback parameter that controls the level of change from the original opinion into the collective aggregated opinion by ATD."
The following results shows that adopting the attitudinal trust recommendation mechanism guarantees the increase of the CD of the most inconsistent expert. 
where σ : {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} → {l = 1, 2, . . . , k|h = l} be the permutation that verifies T R hσ (t) ≥ T R hσ (t+1) . Recall from (8) and (9) that
.
Applying the triangle inequality, it is
Because ACD
Using the following equality
We conclude that
Therefore, it is true that
Example 4 (Example 3 continuation): "For δ = 0.25 and attitudinal parameter α = 2/6, the adjusted decision making matrix of expert e 3 would be this unnumbered eq. shown at the bottom of this page This yield a value of ACD 3 α =2/6 = 0.803 > γ, and therefore the feedback mechanism is terminated."
4) Sensitivity Analysis of Consensus With Attitudinal Parameter:
As aforementioned, experts may have different attitude to different experts in the group, i.e., experts might be willing to assign different trust weights to different experts according to the attitudinal parameter α, which translate into different CDs.
In particular, we first define the following three representative trust polices: 1) "extreme trust policy" by which an inconsistent expert trusts only the expert with closest opinions to his/her opinions; 2) "bounded trust policy" by which an inconsistent expert selects the parameter α value that produces a CD equal to the threshold value; and 3) "indifferent trust policy" by which an inconsistent expert trusts all other experts equally. Then, three graphical simulations of the future consensus, following the implementation of the recommended values, are provided in Fig. 2. 1) In Fig. 2 (a), α = 0 and then expert e 3 adopts the "extreme trust policy" and e 3 achieves the minimum CD ACD 3 0 = 0.790.
2) The α value that produces a CD equal to the threshold value is referred to as the value of the "bounded trust policy." In our case, the value α = 1/6 returns the CD ACD 3 1/6 = 0.8, which is equal to the threshold value γ and therefore is the value that corresponds to the "bounded trust policy," which is shown in Fig. 2(b) . 3) In Fig. 2(c) , α = 1 and then the consistent expert e 3 adopts the "indifferent trust policy" as all other experts receive the same trust weight from expert e 3 , who achieves the maximum CD ACD Table II gives different CDs for expert e 3 according to different values of the parameter α once the feedback recommended preference values are implemented. Notice that the CD of the (now) consistent expert e 3 after adopting the feedback recommendations increases with the attitudinal parameter α.
IV. RATIONALITY ANALYSIS OF THE ATTITUDINAL TRUST RECOMMENDATION MECHANISM
This section first analyzes the relationship between our proposed attitudinal trust recommendation mechanism and the traditional feedback mechanism. Then, the definition of HD is introduced to measure the degree of deviation before and after the change of opinion. Using HD, a comparison between the adjustment cost of attitudinal trust recommendation mechanism and the traditional feedback mechanism is carried out.
A. Traditional Recommendation Mechanism
When α = 1 (see Table I ), the RIM quantifier produces equal trust weights of all expert and the ATD-OWA becomes the arithmetic average. This proves that the proposed attitudinal trust recommendation mechanism is more general than the traditional feedback mechanism, which is a particular case. In this case, the corresponding new CDs after the traditional feedback mechanism are 848. Clearly, all the experts achieve the consensus threshold value, and as discussed above it corresponds to the "indifferent trust policy," which in turn helped the inconsistent expert to achieve maximum consensus level after the feedback process (for δ = 0.25). Thus, the traditional recommendation mechanism aims at maximum CD. However, the higher the CD, the bigger the adjustment cost the inconsistent expert affords. However, in realistic cases, apart from group consensus, the inconsistent experts are inclined to modify their original opinions as little as possible, i.e., they aim at minimizing their adjustment cost. How to compromise between group consensus position and individual position is the focus of the next section.
B. Group Consensus and HD Analysis
The concept of HD is introduced below. This concept is based on the extent up to which an expert's original information is maintained after the feedback mechanism is implemented.
Definition 7 (HD): "The HD of expert e h is
whereR h = (r h ij ) and RR h = (rr h ij ) are the decision matrices before and after the GDM feedback mechanism is carried out."
It is 0 ≤ HD h ≤ 1. The larger the value of HD h , the smaller the deviation between the original opinions of expert e h and the new opinions after adopting the feedback recommendations [37] . 
Proof: According to expression (16), we have
where σ : {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} → {l = 1, 2, . . . , k|h = l} be the permutation that verifies T R hσ (t) ≥ T R hσ (t+1) , and therefore
Lemma 1 Case 2 with vector 1 1×(k −1) yields
. Recall that
By (16), it is
HD h = 1 − R h − RR h ≥ 1 − δ 1 − ACD h ≥ 1 − (1 − ACD h ) = ACD h .
C. Sensitivity Analysis of Harmony With Attitudinal Parameter
Contrary to the ACD (see Table II ), the HD of an expert decreases with respect to the attitudinal parameter α. In particular, as with Fig. 2, Fig. 3 shows the graphical simulation of the future HD after adopting the recommended values corresponding to the three different trust policies.
1) In Fig. 3(a) , if expert e 3 adopts the "extreme trust policy," then the maximum HD is achieved: HD 3 0 = 0.967. 2) In Fig. 3(b) , if expert e 3 adopts the "bounded trust policy," then she/he gets an HD 3 1/6 = 0.960. 3) In Fig. 3(c) , if expert e 3 adopts the "indifferent trust policy," then she/he gets the minimum HD: HD Table III gives the HD of expert e 3 with different parameter α values. Contrary to the ACD (see Table II ), the HD of an expert decreases with respect to the attitudinal parameter α.
Using both the ACD and HD simulation analysis, inconsistent experts may adopt the recommendation advices according to their willing, i.e., they can select an appropriate attitudinal parameter to achieve a balance between CD and HD that pleases them.
V. SELECTION PROCESS
When the CDs of all expert reach the threshold value γ, then the selection process is implemented. The individual decision matrices {R h |h = 1, . . . , k} are aggregated into the group decision matrixR from which the final ranking of alternatives is derived.
Example 5 (Example 4 continuation): "Using the attitudinal value α = 2/6, the following collective decision matrix is obtained this unnumbered eq. shown at the bottom of this page Then, each of the alternatives is associated the following final attribute weighted assessment
Using the criteria weighting vector ω = (0. The associated IVIFTs scores are: S X C (r 1 ) = 0.02; S X C (r 2 ) = 0.17; S X C (r 3 ) = 0.08. Accordingly, the best alternative can be chosen as A 2 ." 
VI. PROCESS OF CONSENSUS BASED ON ATTITUDINAL TRUST INDUCTION RECOMMENDATION MECHANISM
In this paper, the attitude trust induction recommendation mechanism for CRP can be divided into the following six steps, as depicted in Fig. 1 .
Step 1: Experts in GDM respectively express their original evaluation of alternatives by using IVIFS in Definition 1, and then construct each individual preference evaluation matrix.
Step 2: Consensus measure is carried out through (4)- (9) , and the inconsistent experts are identified by comparing with the threshold value of consensus. Then, a recommendation mechanism is activated to assist such expert to increase his/her CD.
Step 3: According to (10)-(12), the attitude trust consensus model of inconsistent experts is established, and the trust weight of inconsistent experts under different parameters is calculated by (11).
Step 4: Then, the feedback mechanism is activated to generate personalized suggestions for inconsistent experts by using (16).
Step 5: By ACD index in (9) and HD index in (17) , the sensitivity analysis of CD and HD with attitudinal parameter is explored. Then, a new round of consensus measurement is carried out. If the inconsistent experts can not arrive the threshold value of consensus, then go to step 2, otherwise go to the next step.
Step 6: The individual decision making matrices are aggregated into a collective one, and then the interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy value of the alternatives is calculated by (19) . And then, the best alternative is selected by Definition (3).
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a trust induced recommendation mechanism by considering the attitude of the inconsistent expert. It has the following main advantages over other consensus model presented in the literature.
1) It presents the definition of attitudinal trust model. Trust weights are assigned to others by taking into account the decision attitude, which allows a continuous trust status modeling from "high" to "low" and consequently it is a more general trust information modeling approach than the simple trust model based on the a binary trust relationship: "trusting" and "distrusting." This simple trust model can be obtained as a special case of the proposed attitudinal trust model by generating via the implementation of a W-OWA operator. 2) It investigates the attitudinal trust induction recommendation mechanism for consensus in GDM. It generates the recommendation advices via the trust policy: the closer the experts' opinions, the higher the trust degree between them. In particular, three typical policies are proposed to model the trust behavior of experts in the CRP: "extreme trust policy," "bounded trust policy," and "indifferent trust policy." The implementation of the attitudinal trust induced recommendations increases the CDs and therefore guarantees that the group opinion converge to consensus.
3) The concept of HD is introduced to quantify the cost of change of the original opinion after the implementation of the attitudinal trust induced recommendations. The HD index is proved to be bigger than the ACD index, and they behave in a reverse way with respect to the attitudinal parameter. When the attitudinal parameter increase in its domain [0,1], the HD index decreases while the ACD index increases. Combining both the HD index and ACD index, a sensitivity analysis with respect to the attitudinal parameter can be carried out for the inconsistent experts to be able to select an appropriate attitudinal parameter to achieve an acceptable compromise between group CD and their own HD. Summarizing, the attitudinal trust induction feedback mechanism allows to discriminate the trusted experts with attitude and the inconsistent experts to revisit their evaluations according to the advice from trusted experts. Therefore, it is more reasonable than the traditional feedback mechanism which does not consider graduation of trust. However, our trust model does not take into account the trust relationship from social network. A more reasonable method is to combine the calculated trust model and the social network trust model into a comprehensive one, and then a comprehensive trust-based feedback mechanism may be explored in our future work.
